
DEPRESSION AND ANXIETY WORKSHEET
Depression and anxiety reducing skills

Depression and anxiety are feelings that can negatively affect how you work, interact and form
meaningful relationships. For this reason, we have provided you with depression and anxiety
reducing skills.

Depression reducing skills

1. Opposite action technique. This technique entails doing the exact opposite action

of your thoughts and feelings. To do this, identify the sad feelings and thoughts

you are having then do the exact opposite. For example, if you are feeling sad you

can find something that will make you laugh such as a funny video.

2. The five senses self-soothing technique

Whenever you feel depresses, you can use the following senses to soothe

yourself;

Sight

Divert attention to your environment. Focus on a specific thing such as a color and

look for items that have that color around the environment.

Smell

Divert your attention from your thoughts to the smells surrounding you. You can try

to describe each smell or focus on a specific smell such as your favorite scent or

perfume.

Feel

You can use the sense of touch to soothe your mind. Take a warm bath and enjoy

the feel of the water on your skin. You can also hold an object and feel its texture.

Taste

Use your taste buds to soothe yourself. You can put a sweet treat on your tongue

and enjoy the sensation on your tongue.

Hearing
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Listen to something soothing to calm yourself. Try listening to rainfall soundtracks

or the sounds of birds and nature.

Anxiety reducing skills

Grounding techniques are used to distract one from anxious thoughts and memories by

refocusing on the present moment. The following exercises will help you to cope with

anxiety.

MENTAL EXERCISES

1. Name all the objects you can see around you.

2. Count from 0 to 100 and back

3. Spell your name and those of others backwards

4. Pick an object and describe it in detail as best as you can.

BODY AWARENESS EXERCISE

1. Take a deep breath for 4 seconds, hold for 4 seconds and slowly breath out

through your mouth.

2. Clench your fists as tightly as you can. Proceed to unclench and release the

tension.

3. Curl and uncurl your toes to release tension.

4. Stretch your arms upwards for five seconds and bring them down again.

5. Breath for 4 seconds, hold for 4 seconds and slowly breath out through your

mouth again.
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